DISTRIBUTED GENERATION (DG) IS GAINING GREATER PRESENCE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

Cummins is uniquely qualified to offer you the optimum power system. With our innovative products, expertise and service capability, we can deliver solutions in the most reliable, economic and environmentally responsible way.

Integrated Distributed Generation Systems.
As expert solution providers and systems integrators, we can seamlessly incorporate a variety of energy sources – wind, solar, storage and generators – into one efficient power system, using our sophisticated control algorithms, to provide you with:
- Higher resiliency
- Lower cost of operation
- Efficient, low-cost, clean energy
- Reduced carbon footprint

Complete and Customized.
Cummins specializes in delivering customized solutions, whatever your power requirement or location. From integrated technologies through to turnkey projects and support, we’ll supply the scalable systems and services you need.

Proven Global Expertise.
When you choose Cummins as your DG partner, you put a world of expertise and support behind your project:
- Global reach across more than 190 countries
- Over 600 distributors and 7,200 dealer locations
- The Power of One™, with all power system components designed to seamlessly work together, as one
RELIABLE. FLEXIBLE. RENEWABLE.

INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTED GENERATION SYSTEMS

For more on Cummins DG systems:
Rishi Chandra – Commercial Director
Phone: +1 (651) 787 6053
Email: rishi.chandra@cummins.com

power.cummins.com
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